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INTRODUCTION

of sources. By formulating design concepts we are
inherently abstracting, or reducing, this information
down to the elements we consider most important to the
particular project. We are using abstraction to turn real
data into conceptual ideas.

INTRODUCTION
Ting Chin AIA, NCARB, LEED AP Assistant Professor
This second issue of TECHNĒ is curated to present the
work of the Department of Architectural Technology at
City Tech within the context of exploring the idea and
significance of abstraction in architecture. In lectures by
professors, student presentations and in architectural texts
we often refer to abstracting a form, image or idea. This
issue of TECHNĒ explores the following questions: Why do
architects defer to abstraction so often since architecture
is inherently complex? Do we use abstraction to make our
art more comprehensible to the viewer or to ourselves as
we design? When we ask students to abstract an image or
idea what are we really asking them to do? What are they
learning by this process?

Architects then design forms that are representations
of these concepts. These forms begin as abstract
representations of ideas since they generally begin as
singular gestures that are lacking in detail but largely
express the concept. We then take these designs and
represent them through drawings and models to study
them for ourselves and to also present them to others.
These drawings and models are typically abstract in their
representational qualities early in the design process as
they are an attempt to communicate only the fundamental
nature of the idea. Although abstraction gets us through
this level of the design process we find ourselves at a
critical juncture once concepts and the overall forms
have been determined. At this point in the design process
our decisions must begin to be based on the realities of
tectonics and construction and we must depart from our
reliance on abstraction. In teaching architecture we must
make this juncture clear to students. Abstraction is a tool
to be engaged at certain points in the design process but
it is not the goal of architecture.

Abstraction within the context of art and architecture is
the act of removing elements from an object, graphic
or conceptual, so that only the attributes deemed most
significant are expressed. The following essays and
projects demonstrate that abstraction is used in both
architectural education and practice in varying ways but
that it mostly manifests itself in the design process through
the physical representation and visualization of ideas and
the development and explanation of design concepts.
The issue we confront is that although abstraction allows
us to formulate, express, and present design concepts,
ultimately architecture needs to be based on the tangible
forces of nature, materials and tectonics.

This year’s publication is not organized by project but
is instead structured around the varying mechanisms
of the design process; Diagramming, Iteration, Massing
and Modeling, Representation, Concept, the City, and
Digital Design. The selected work has been taken out
of the context of a specific project and has instead been
chosen because it best exemplifies or questions the use
of abstraction through the phases of the design process.
Working on this issue of TECHNĒ is only an initial foray
into topic of abstraction in architecture that we hope will
further deeper discussions that continue to inform our
profession.

In an educational setting abstraction is applied at all
levels of the curriculum. In early coursework students
are asked to abstract images in order to teach them
how to see hierarchy, understand relationships between
solids and voids and begin to develop an understanding
of two dimensional representations of three dimensional
objects. In mid-level and later coursework, as in practice,
abstraction is mostly engaged in concept development
and in the representation of these concepts. Architects
have to synthesize data and information from a multitude
image by Danny Batista
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ABSTRACTION AND ARCHITECTURE
Jason Montgomery NCARB, LEED AP Assistant Professor

key to architecture or the process of making architecture,
then we must understand what abstraction means in the
context of architecture. To this end, it may be useful to
consider abstraction in the realm of art.

Abstraction:
the quality of dealing with ideas rather than
events,
or something that exists only as an idea,

the capturing of the world around us in the painting, and
the artist’s particular manner of presenting the world back
to us. Abstraction in this mode is perhaps best understood
as partial, in that it is a tool of reduction or purposeful
distancing from the literal representation of a person,
thing, or place, but the person, thing, or place is still
recognizable, is still represented.

ABSTRACTION IN PAINTING:
In representational art, literal or abstracted, we appreciate

or the process of considering something
independently of its associations, attributes, or
concrete accompaniments.1

Abstraction in art, especially the medium of painting, is
an understandable and natural outgrowth of the process
of making such art. Each artistic medium has a distinct
mode and technique associated with it. Painting, for
example, involves the application of pigment to a surface.
In painting, therefore, color is the first critical implement.
Consequently, many of the great paintings from any
era strike us first and foremost by their use of color.
Raphael, Rembrandt, and Rothko all are masters of color.
In the application of pigment to surface, painting can be
concerned with nothing more than color, but it turns out
that color can also be harnessed to achieve additional
goals of the artist. Color can be a vehicle for generating an
emotional response. Color can be used to create a sense
of depth on a two-dimensional plane. Color can be applied
to depict ideas in the mind of the artist or things or scenes
the artist sees or knows. The artist can apply color with
many motivations, including representation of the world
around her.

Abstract Art:
art that does not attempt to represent
external, recognizable reality, but seeks
to achieve its effect using shapes, forms, colors, and
textures.2

ABSTRACTION IN THE ACADEMY:
There is a curious cultural phenomenon in schools of
architecture: namely that abstraction is an unassailable
virtue in design. Abstraction is presented as an overt goal
or looms as an implied goal. It is a mode of operation. It is
understood as a sign of sophistication in drawings as well
as parlance. It is a threshold over which students must
step to become initiated in the culture of design.

When artists do choose to give us some level of
recognition of the external world through representation,
we appreciate it, especially when the chosen technique
is skillfully executed. We appreciate it on its own terms
whether it is rendered with absolute rigor to appear just
as the actual person, thing, or place appears to the eye,
or it is adjusted and filtered through the sensibility and
technique of the artist. The artist can capture the world
around us in a similar way a photograph would, or an artist
can reduce the world around us to its essential nature or

But what does abstraction even mean for architecture? If
architecture is the art of building, how can buildings be
abstracted? Architecture leads to the generation of real
environments that can be inhabited, provide shelter, and
in their best moments speak to the spirit. Architecture
exists through material manipulation, structural ingenuity,
durable assemblies, and spatial quality. If abstraction is a

TECHNE

underlying order, offering to share with us their insight into
such things. This is one sense of abstraction in painting.
Abstraction here is judged relative to the distance an artist
moves from a literal representation of the subject to a
reduced or essential depiction of the subject.
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So in painting the act of applying pigment to surface can
be driven by a goal of some form of representation. That
said, there is no inherent necessity for the medium of
painting to achieve any level of representation. We equally
appreciate art where abstraction is complete and makes
no attempt to represent external reality. For example, we
are deeply touched by Rothko’s exquisite proportions and
color combinations, as well as his technique that imparts
an ethereal quality to the work. We are intrigued by the
exuberance and complexity of Jackson Pollock’s layered
canvases which inspire us to ponder the technique itself
and the interrelationship of the selected colors. We marvel
at Miró’s mysterious symbols beautifully composed amidst
such harmonious colors.
The common factor in our appreciation of art that ranges
from literal and representational to abstract is the particular
artist’s application of pigment to a surface. This lies at the
core of painting. Abstraction in the context of painting is
rooted not in any change of the core activity, but in the
intent of the artist as they proceed with this core activity.
Although the core activity has no inherent requirement of
representation, abstraction is understood as the distance
from or absence of representation. Abstraction here only
exists in relation to representation.
Mark Rothko, No. 10 1950, oil on canvas, Museum of Modern Art
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ABSTRACTION AND ARCHITECTURE
Jason Montgomery NCARB LEED AP Assistant Professor

WHAT DOES ABSTRACTION MEAN FOR
ARCHITECTURE?

for architecture: is there a range of architectural design
that similarly spans from representational to abstract?

Abstraction in painting is commonly understood through
its relationship to representation, but neither the pursuit
of abstraction or representation changes the core activity
of painting. Just as applying pigment to a surface is the
underlying core activity of painting, material manipulation
and assembly are the core activities of architecture. This
examination of abstraction in painting raises the question

Material manipulation and assembly can be executed in
simple ways or complex ways. They can be executed with
practicality as the emphasis or with poetic evocation as
the emphasis. Sometimes, these activities are executed
with sculpture as an inspiration and intent. We must
examine the variations of execution of this core activity to
discover the meaning of representation and abstraction in
architecture.
Practicality might be one link to understanding literal
representation in architecture. A simple shed can be
designed in as pure a utilitarian fashion as possible. Each
element of the shed serves only its absolute function within
the structure. Nothing is added that is unnecessary. This
execution of the core activity of material manipulation and
assembly with a practical emphasis is a literal process,
with no reduction or distancing from the literal. But if the
simple shed is a literal representation in architecture, what
would an abstract shed be like? How would the materials
be manipulated differently? How would the assembly
change? There is no obvious or inherent answer to these
questions. Abstraction does not seem to be a response to
this form of the literal.
Another manifestation of the literal in architecture also
seems to be a dead end in regard to understanding
abstraction. On rare occasions, architectural activity is
intended to achieve a literal representation of something
in the world, a duck or a basket for example. But these
moments are anomalies when viewed against that vast
majority of architecture works both contemporary and
historic. Besides this type of kitsch representation of
actual things, what else could literal representation in
architecture refer to?

Yale Center for British Art, New Haven, CT
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All of these examples really pertain to parts and pieces of
buildings but not the overarching concept of the building.
These elements are articulated ornaments of buildings
that either serve a distinct purpose, such as depicting
an important historical event, or they are a reflection
of a tradition of decoration of buildings. This level of
representation is marked by a similar range of literal
representation or reductive abstraction. So certainly one
sense of abstraction in architecture could be the reduction
of representational elements that are part of an ornamental
system in a building. Another sense of abstraction could
be the absence of such representational elements. But
this is a relatively superficial notion of abstraction in
architecture. Digging deeper may reveal another possible
understanding of abstraction.

One place one can find representational depictions
in architecture is at the level of the detail or in
ornamentation. Plants are depicted in many works of
classical and medieval architecture, from moldings with
lesbian leaf motifs to Corinthian capitals modeled on the
acanthus leaf. Animal forms are also often integrated into
buildings, with lion heads and dragon like creatures used
as scuppers or gargoyles to shed water away from the
building wall. In Morocco, one can find Arabic text as a
touchstone for a decorative motif in the exquisite carved
plasterwork of important buildings. The human form also
finds representation in buildings such as the Erechtheion
on the Acropolis in Athens or in the entrance portal of
many Gothic cathedrals.

The New York Times Building, New York
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Returning to the core activity of architecture, material
manipulation and assembly, one can consider
representation and abstraction as being rooted in the
tectonic expression of the work. Tectonic expression can
be defined as the articulation of the interaction of materials,
their inherent properties, their shaping and connections,
and the forces acting on the resulting assembly. Architects
must always deal with the forces acting on the selected
materials, but can vary their emphasis in articulating and
expressing this interaction. Classical architects tap into
the rich and long history of tectonic elements we call
the “orders” that evolved in ancient Greece. Medieval
architects in Europe built with a rich expression of forces
acting on their bold masonry cathedrals in the evolution of
tectonic elements like the flying buttress. Modernism gave
us the steel piloti in replacement of the classical column.

Examined through the lens of tectonic expression, there is
a compelling continuity in architectural works ancient to
modern. A steel piloti is not a fundamental departure from
the stone column of an Egyptian or Greek temple; they
all are fundamentally structural elements doing the work
of supporting themselves and the assembly above them.
These elements are literally the elements doing the work,
expressing their material properties and the forces acting
on them. Whether an ancient stone column or a steel piloti,
the proportions of these columns are literally reflective of
the material’s compressive and tensile strength.
To further complicate the question of representation and
abstraction in architecture, tectonic expressionism is
potentially both literal and abstract at the same time. It is
literal in the way it responds directly to the forces and the

The abstraction of tectonic expression is rooted in the
“process of considering something independently of its
associations, attributes, or concrete accompaniments.”³
The tectonic element is conceived independently of the
concrete accompaniment when it is desired as an end in
itself, as a language of architecture. In their use as part
of a language of architecture, tectonic elements are often
“fictional” symbols standing for the actual elements of
structure and force resistance that may not be otherwise
visible or apparent. Classical pilasters are symbols in this
way, as are Mies van der Rohe’s exposed steel sections on
the Seagram Building. Tectonic elements therefore can
be seen as both literal and abstract elements.

articulation of the particular role of structural elements.
For example, trabeated systems require columns that
carry the load of the wall or roof above. The dead load
increases as it moves down through the column, so the
column could be designed to get wider at the bottom to
resist the increasing force, articulating and expressing the
forces in a literal fashion. This is the source of entasis
in a classical Greek column. Louis Kahn’s Yale Center for
British Art, with its concrete columns growing in size as
they get closer to the ground, is a similar example of literal
tectonic expression. Similarly, Renzo Piano’s exposed steel
structure of tapered beams and tension rods in the New
York Times building is a clear, literal tectonic expression
that imparts a subtle elegance to the building much as
entasis does for an ancient temple.

This said, many buildings are built without a clear intention
of tectonic expression, or with a clear intent to avoid
tectonic expression. Edward Ford writes of this approach
to design:
the abstract detail is the opposite of the
articulated detail. A detail is considered
articulated to the extent to which it expresses
and demonstrates the resolution of the
problems of weight, materials, connection,
and assembly. When it expresses
the opposite - absence of weight, an
indifference to material, a lack of apparent
connection, and an apparent disregard for
the elements- it is seen as abstract.4

Rose Center for Earth and Space, New York
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This form of abstraction in architecture is difficult to
achieve, however, due to the material reality of all
buildings. Weight must be resisted while materials must
be chosen and connected. This form of abstraction
in architecture therefore can be seen as an attempt to
overcome the inherent tectonic nature of architecture. In

Temple of Dendur, Metropolitan Museum of Art
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this way, similar to the meaning of abstraction in painting,
abstraction’s primary meaning in architecture can only
be understood through the knowledge and experience
of architecture’s tectonic nature. This conclusion has
implications for architectural education.

PLACING ABSTRACTION IN CONTEXT:
In the Academy abstraction needs to be defined and placed
in context. In concept design abstraction has a clear use
in thinking about form. In analysis and diagramming,
abstraction clearly has its virtue as a tool for reduction
of information to the essential. But in these instances
abstraction is a tool, not a goal. Where abstraction in
architecture is achieved as a goal, it is accomplished as a
reflection on materials, assembly, and tectonic expression.
As such it can and should be explored and studied as a
means of developing a language of architecture or as an
intentional negation of the tectonic element. Therefore,
the introduction to abstraction in architecture as a
goal makes most sense for students that have already
developed a grasp of the fundamental tectonic nature of
architecture. For this reason, abstraction is not a starting
point or central facet of architectural education, but a
nuanced perspective on the fundamental tectonic basis
of architecture.

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF
ABSTRACTION IN ARCHITECTURE:
A clear goal of abstraction in thought and research in
any field is to reduce something tangible and real to
its essential nature so that it can be better understood.
This approach to examination is certainly valuable in
architectural education, but it is not the only approach to
investigation of the world around us. A primary emphasis
on abstraction in architectural education, without a
grounding in the tectonic nature of architecture, has the
potential to undermine a student’s full understanding
of the nature of architecture. It also has other potential
impacts.
Emphasis on abstraction in architectural education may
also impact inquiry and research in unintended ways.
Careful observation of things as they are is a critical
skill for architects as they mold and change the built
environment. In-depth investigation of the “concrete
accompaniments” of the project provide an architect with
understanding of how things really work and an increasing
sensitivity to place and context. This is especially
important in the context of a college of technology, where
performance and innovation must be measured against
real world conditions. Therefore abstraction, as part of a
design process, should not be sanctified in a way likely to
shortchange or de-value the investigation of the concrete
reality in which we work.

TECHNE

Notes:
1. Abate, Frank R., and Elizabeth Jewell. The New Oxford American
Dictionary. New York: Oxford UP, 2010. Print.
2. ibid
3. ibid
4. Ford, Edward R. Five Houses, Ten Details. New York: Princeton
Architectural, 2009. Print.

Jackson Pollock, Detail view of Number 1A, 1948 oil and enamel paint on canvas, Museum of Modern Art
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SECTION TITLE
idebisci volori aut et ist repudis eos posam nest, comnisit am endit, quos quam utetur, il mi, temquasime officid
itasitam uta ipient. Parchit provitatem re delloru ptamusae nulparit ipsam quis quam, si sim lat laut quas illaces es
magnienda provit eicius ea dollect otaesequis doleste mpostruntia sit officid moluptaquia velites nossunti a velique
quiae seruptatios audanderum, ilitat recta ipsum et latus, vera nim quatque sim eostotatur? Quist, nem conet facieni
sum repernam quosandametLoratiatur solendit que nonsedi psantum dolorunt.Nihina, que tre, muntife roridepsena,
consum es bondes sendinaris veret fictantratum iam oc, Ti. Egit; habiteris, Catuam ne morum dium auconsus, es
consum vo, consili certus, notatu sulicast qui fuiu me me non dii intelum. Vivit fatum sen Ita nitid inc videndam
mus consum fuiu iusquam iam nequo C. Det ad iaelium, conscerursum perit vena di spic omnihicent, ut peridet
abulinatra, clus intum intem estabus, que antique nostiam spimus. conloctus cone fit, que publiquam det es intiam
involin publica cla nost ium de patiam crisses, terore,Depopte dii cae ducta nihil ves senatum dela Sci cone quid
fatilin tiquide consimu ssunihil viure dem issidemorum priu sus aucondium norsult odiemovilis et cons
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SECTION TITLE
idebisci volori aut et ist repudis eos posam nest, comnisit am endit, quos quam utetur, il mi, temquasime officid
itasitam uta ipient. Parchit provitatem re delloru ptamusae nulparit ipsam quis quam, si sim lat laut quas illaces es
magnienda provit eicius ea dollect otaesequis doleste mpostruntia sit officid moluptaquia velites nossunti a velique
quiae seruptatios audanderum, ilitat recta ipsum et latus, vera nim quatque sim eostotatur? Quist, nem conet facieni
sum repernam quosandametLoratiatur solendit que nonsedi psantum dolorunt.Nihina, que tre, muntife roridepsena,
consum es bondes sendinaris veret fictantratum iam oc, Ti. Egit; habiteris, Catuam ne morum dium auconsus, es
consum vo, consili certus, notatu sulicast qui fuiu me me non dii intelum. Vivit fatum sen Ita nitid inc videndam
mus consum fuiu iusquam iam nequo C. Det ad iaelium, conscerursum perit vena di spic omnihicent, ut peridet
abulinatra, clus intum intem estabus, que antique nostiam spimus. conloctus cone fit, que publiquam det es intiam
involin publica cla nost ium de patiam crisses, terore,Depopte dii cae ducta nihil ves senatum dela Sci cone quid
fatilin tiquide consimu ssunihil viure dem issidemorum priu sus aucondium norsult odiemovilis et cons

Jason Sai Hung Ng, Heidi Cherubin, Michelle Yang A topographic form is generated by data and then
transformed into a pavilion that has walls, a roof, and a complex system of circulation. The shape of the pavilion
combined with its complex circulation present an experiential manifestation of the data and represent the movement of
the city.

DIAGRAMMING
One of the most important activities in the design process is diagramming ideas. Diagrams are communication
devices that express the underlying idea of a project. Diagramming is a critical clarification tool for the designer,
demanding a clear summation of the idea. Diagrams often involve a reduction process, whittling the complex down
to the essential where the best diagrams have a graphic clarity and intelligibility. Diagrams aid the development of
critical thinking and problem-solving skills.
In architecture, diagrams are usually drawn, often as sketches, but they can also be developed through digital
or physical models. In the early phases of design, students often use diagrams to develop and explore different
variations of abstract forms for their studio projects. Diagrams are further used to explain a project’s circulation flow,
its response to climate conditions such as solar exposure and prevailing winds, its programmatic arrangement, and
its physical relationship to site conditions and context
Diagrams are a link between ideas and concept. While ideas dwell in the realm of the abstract, concepts begin a
process of increasing tangibility that translate abstract ideas into concrete projects. Diagramming defines a path
from abstract to concrete.

diagram by Cherubin, Ng, Yang
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Laura Calle The Kaufmann House Kiosk is a minimalist version of “The Kaufmann Desert House”. This kiosk was
created with the intention to transport and move its parts from one place to another, a movable object that can be armed
and disarmed in any kind of environment. The kiosk could bring a sense of the concept of the materials and design of
the Kaufmann House structure to people in other cities that are curious about the building and still have not had the
chance to visit it. The kiosk expands and contracts giving the opportunity of an interaction that is dependent on the space
available in each site.
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Carlos Jacome
The Yale Center for British Art’s structural system at first appears to be a simple repetition of
a basic 20’ x 20’ module. Upon closer examination, the structural system is revealed to have many subtle nuances that
reflect Louis Kahn’s sensibility about tectonic expression. Multi-story interior spaces are carved out of the structural grid.
These spaces are unified by the roof/skylight system at the top. The drum of the primary stair occupies the grid with a
powerful presence, penetrating from the basement to just below the roof.
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Domestic Equiptment Importance

Cooking
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Bathing
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30-39
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47-48
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Sleeping

Other

Living

Work

Carolina Walters
Not all of the items in a home are equally essential, some furniture and appliances being more
necessary than others. This diagram illustrates the varying degrees of importance that generic household items have
as decided by our design studio. The items were divided by programmatic activity and their importance determined
by popular vote. The rings graphically represent a range of votes, with the most votes at the center and then radiating
outward in descending order. The different items are grouped together across the rings by activity. By selecting any one
ring a home can be equipped for a variety of activities. The group of rings provide tiers of essentialness.
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Danny Batista, Hito Rodriguez The City Data portion of this project analyzes New York City’s behavioral
“city patterns.” These studies are illustrations that use the data analysis in order to identify and map patterns
of information. Using these to understand the city’s data, they become the impetus towards a conceptual
design.
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Brendan Sigvardsson Cooney Red Hook Beyond: A Marriage of The Past and Present is a study in the repurposing of a historic shipping warehouse as a hotel and nightlife destination while respectfully addressing the current
geographical and cultural conditions of its surroundings in Red Hook, Brooklyn. Red Hook is steeped in a rich history
which at times has seen sudden and radical changes to the neighborhood’s social, economic, industrial, and cultural
contexts. The project is focused on the preservation and celebration of this rich history while amplifying the current status
the community holds as a geographically unique and culturally vibrant community in Brooklyn, New York.
In the initial design phase an abbreviated time-line which highlights the most prominent historical shifts occurring
in Red Hook over the course of 400 years was laid out. These important dates were then transposed into angular degrees
which provided for a geometric representation of Red Hook’s history. The basis for the design of the layered facade is
directly derived from this as can be seen in the Facade Diagram. The result is an abstraction of time represented in the
physicality of material and structure. The rich history of Red Hook is embedded in and dictates the form and structure of
the building, which in turn defines the spaces within.

Carlin Baez This diagram records the commute of students in the studio from home to the college and the mode(s)
of transportation they used. Theses paths were then overlaid to reveal the most commonly used paths.
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SECTION
ITERATION
TITLE
idebisci volori aut et ist repudis eos posam nest, comnisit am endit, quos quam utetur, il mi, temquasime officid
itasitam uta ipient. Parchit provitatem re delloru ptamusae nulparit ipsam quis quam, si sim lat laut quas illaces es
magnienda provit eicius ea dollect otaesequis doleste mpostruntia sit officid moluptaquia velites nossunti a velique
quiae seruptatios audanderum, ilitat recta ipsum et latus, vera nim quatque sim eostotatur? Quist, nem conet facieni
sum repernam quosandametLoratiatur solendit que nonsedi psantum dolorunt.Nihina, que tre, muntife roridepsena,
consum es bondes sendinaris veret fictantratum iam oc, Ti. Egit; habiteris, Catuam ne morum dium auconsus, es
consum vo, co nsili certus, notatu sulicast qui fuiu me me non dii intelum. Vivit fatum sen Ita nitid inc videndam
mus consum fuiu iusquam iam nequo C. Det ad iaelium, conscerursum perit vena di spic omnihicent, ut peridet
abulinatra, clus intum intem estabus, que antique nostiam spimus. conloctus cone fit, que publiquam det es intiam
involin publica cla nost ium de patiam crisses, terore,Depopte dii cae ducta nihil ves senatum dela Sci cone quid
fatilin tiquide consimu ssunihil viure dem issidemorum priu sus aucondium norsult odiemovilis et cons

ITERATION
The design process starts as an abstraction, reducing and simplifying ideas to their essential qualities. These ideas
for architecture emerge and then evolve as we begin to relate to conceptual movements exploring light, void, and
space. These continuous stages of movement are called “iterations.” The iterations can occur subtly in directions
both known and unknown, and they are often guided by a feeling or intuition. With iteration we approach nature
through a sequential process of seeing, visualizing, and sketching. The order of these steps does not matter since
iteration is a creative process and a journey that leads to discovery. The further we iterate our design the further
the design pulls away from its organic self, moving into a more logical concept while still maintaining the essence
of the very source.

studies by Mimu Sakuma

Anton Sukaj This project explores the understanding of space. Eight digital iterations of a cube model are built and
then “exploded” to understand the relationship of the spaces generated in the each iteration. From the eight models, one
is selected to explore further. The final paper model is executed using a laser cutting machine followed by a process of
folding the paper.

Marie Baretsky
The brief for this project is to
create a pavilion on the site of the expansion of Main
Street Park in Brooklyn. For this project, origami is the
mode of design exploration. First, an initial paper model
is generated and then abstracted into a series of iterative
study models exploring line, plane, and volume. This series
of iterations guides the resolution of a final model that is
scaled and fit to the site.
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Carlin Baez These diagrams use a series of words to create a relationship between public and private space as well
as commercial and residential space. Concepts are first created in foam, then digitally. Relationships are studied using
iterative physical models and then moved forward to the next step of design. The final concept is a manifestation of the
spatial/compositional lessons garnered from the iterative process.
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Laura Calle Through a freely creative process, five iterations of an origami model are developed, some with different
scales and others with perforations. The models are made with a futurist idea in mind, in some way imitating a complex
robotic structure. This project encourages the use of digital tools supporting the creation of multiple variations of the
initial form. The same tools subsequently foster interpretation and geometric analysis. This particular project is guided by
the intention to suggest the perception that the exterior form is generated by a inaccessible complexity embedded inside.
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Tatiana Zheludkova This project portrays geometric structures using clay. Three models made from a multitude of
rectangular volumes are identified as dominant, sub-dominant and subordinate forms. The process of creating, testing
and revising figures is used to recognize proportions and relationships between the objects. A digital photograph of
each grouping at bird’s eye view, eye level and close-up view records the results of the investigation. The project then
introduces rendering techniques for shade and shadow in order to demonstrate how the use of lighting can portray
shadows, giving a clear understanding of three dimensions.
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MODELING/MASSING
Form making is a central activity of the architect. The generation of form can be governed by a multitude of rules,
conceptual ideas, programmatic requirements and/or other factors. Studying mass through modeling is a long
lived and still vital process for architectural design. Modeling has a unique quality as a tangible but simultaneously
abstract tool for investigation and analysis in the early design phases. The reduction of the mass to its essential
qualities is powerfully achieved through modeling. The physical building of models also requires an engagement
with the idea, a definitive translation and manifestation of the idea. Modeling can play an important role, especially
through the virtues of abstraction and manual manipulation, in free and creative design exploration.

Anton Sukaj
model by Mimu Sakuma
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Tatiana Zheludkova This project explores how to portray the visual understanding of profiles, contours, patterns and
textures. Starting with an illustration of an Issey Miyake dress, the following conditions are analyzed and isolated; positive
and negative space, outline and boundary, texture and pattern. From the illustration the following are identified: number,
position, size, shape, direction, texture, surface, quality, and color. A favorite pattern is chosen, modeled with bristle paper
and then translated into a 3D pattern.

Laura Calle This project combines the art of origami with the development of an engineered form that can provide
shelter and entertainment to people on a recreational site. The site is located in a landscaped area of Dumbo, Brooklyn
by the East River.
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Laura Calle By imitating the art of origami, a piece of paper is transformed into a 3D structure. This process
promotes the creative development of new geometric forms. The technique of folding is used to develop models that
explore the generation of space for a semi-enclosed structure that can be used as a pavilion. Subsequent cutting of some
pieces from the model further enhances the creation of new routes for light and shadow to penetrate the structure. Some
pieces are further modified in order to bring movement into the final design.
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In this assignment a matrix of
eight prototypes is generated. These are composed
of an aggregate of small, medium, and large spaces.
Changing the strength of light to obtain abstract
shadows helps emphasize the relationship of each
aggregate.

Moises Reyes
This project explores the idea
of abstraction by utilizing triangular patterns to represent
motion and movement. By using the triangles and planes
for the facade of the project, the project becomes a
dynamic composition.
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Tatiana Zheludkova This project represents a visual exploration of the cube’s spatial potential. Iterations of cubes
depicting solid and void relationships are developed seeking balance, equilibrium, and aesthetic quality. In reworking
the selected digital model into an actual model, the flat planar qualities of paper create a dynamic interpretation of
abstract space. Applying different textures to each spatial cube abstracts it further into something that is visionary but
not realistic. When scaled figures were added, abstract geometric forms come “alive” and can have a particular purpose
such as a shelter, a wood folly, or simply a sculpture.

REPRESENTATION

In the photo-montage the abstract geometric form is given a green texture that nicely integrates it with a forest
background, inviting the viewer to experience the incorporation of abstraction and nature. This project explored ideas
that encouraged freedom from representational qualities in art.

Architectural representation is the art of selectively designating an image, form, symbol, or sign to stand in for a
project. This surrogate can range in nature from the “realistic” rendering to a simple concept sketch. The purpose
of representation is to capture the essence of a project. Representation is a reductive process; each variation of a
representation shows different fragments and layers of the project, and portrays how the architect hopes the work
will be perceived when it is realized. Representation is a vehicle for communicating ideas during the process of
design, allowing the designer to construct and assess experiences of the project as it moves towards realization.

rendering by Brendan Edwards
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Desiree Andrade
The inspiration for this study is the transformation of elements found in nature through the
freedom of form making. The study is represented abstractly, only conveying the essence of the form. These studies
focus on representing a parti and its geometry.
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This project represents
the visual understanding of a spatial cube. In this
assignment a cube made out of a 5”x5” piece of blue
foam, which represents 10 stories, is constructed.
Each cube is presented in section and six elevations
and then modeled in a digital environment. These
exercises assist in developing and evolving strong
spatial reasoning, and understanding relationships
between objects in both two and three dimensions.
Tatiana Zheludkova
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Felipe Arellano
These drawings represent a
process of exploration of space, materiality, and structure.
Building elements are studied in three dimensions, with
layers of construction revealed to show the relationship of
structure to built form.
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Mimu Sakuma
This assignment is based on the
process of observation and analysis through mapping. By
carefully observing and analyzing an image of a dress,
conditions like outlines, boundaries, textures, and patterns
can be isolated, abstracted, and examined for their
underlying or inherent compositional structure.
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Laura Calle This project requires the design of two cubes based on two words that contradict each other, in this
case “Flat” and “Prickly”. A series of drawings are developed to understand the geometric manifestation of the design
and to experiment with techniques of subtracting and adding space. A designed topography is developed as a site land
form that allows the design to be analyzed in relationship to a place.
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Laura Calle An origami paper model is digitized through a scan of a series of points and surfaces. The resulting
interactive model is manipulated to enhance its geometry and recognize its symmetry. This process of fluid representation
ranging from paper models to digital wireframes to massing renderings explores ways to integrate multiple representational
methods as part of the design process.
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Starting from a fashion dress, the
concepts of profile, contour, and pattern are explored,
abstracted into a composition, and then finally a
model. The first three concepts are represented in
black and white lines only. The model’s pattern is
then investigated in Illustrator by using lines, dashed
lines, and multiple colors. By matching the lines on
the dress with the pattern, the pattern is then further
studied by transferring these lines to Bristol paper
and making a 3D model of the patterns.
Anton Sukaj
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Dixon Shadeen
In the context of abstraction, this project traces its roots back to the wings of a wasp. Scientists
are able to trace the origin of a species of wasps through the genetic coding of their wings. This project represents the
same idea by discovering the root of Brooklyn through its wings. The wings represent the geographical development of
Brooklyn during the period between the construction of the Brooklyn and Manhattan bridges. The wings represent this
period of Brooklyn’s past and the programmatic elements represent the present.
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Laura Calle This project is a study of Richard Neutra’s Kaufmann Desert House. These two perspectival sections
are generated from a digital model. The sectional representation clarifies the spatial flow of the house in order to build a
vocabulary and bank of spatial compositions and qualities for use in future projects.
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Tan Huiying The changing quality of light and its impact on form and space is explored and represented through a
series of photographs of the design concept model. The simplicity of the model allows the essential nature of the concept
to read clearly. The model’s physical nature requires a basic level of structural resolution that demonstrates the potential
of the project.
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When designing a kiosk based on the Fisher House by Louis Kahn, many ideas came to
mind. The Fisher House is mainly composed of wood panels and stones for the foundation that form two cubes
that are the main masses of the house, connected through the corners of the masses. The house itself has
many voids and setbacks to locate the windows. Following Louis Kahn’s compositional strategies, this project
focuses on connection, volume, void, and geometry.

Carlos Jacome
Two words underlie the concept of this project: Still and Turbulent. Still means motionless, not
making a sound, and complete immobility; turbulent is violent, confusing, and out of control – a destructive behavior that
cannot be tamed. These notions are represented by two models; one a solid and grounded object, and the other dynamic
and full of energy.
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Carlin Baez Below are explorations of using different methods of representation to present the same project for a
9/11 Veterans’ Memorial. The exterior rendering shows the design within the context of the site and neighborhood. The
shading is exaggerated and a textured filter was added to increase its sense of depth. The wood model accentuates the
curves and finer details. A surreal effect gives the interior rendering a more conceptual feel, purposely avoiding a realistic
reading.
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Kliton Shehu
Exploration and representation of the relationship between building envelopes and the
natural forces acting on them often requires a level of abstraction and simplification in order to clearly understand
the fundamental condition. In this daylighting analysis a north facing sloped glass atrium space is investigated. The
simplified representation of the impacts reveals logical adjustments or strategies to improve the condition.
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Carolina Walters
The challenge for this mixed use proposal is to go beyond the typical relationship of commercial
and residential space. This design strives to integrate both programs throughout every level of the building. The design
process is driven by the verbs “translate” and “embed”. These verbs generate a system of interlocking units where
the individual units come together into smaller families. To further ensure the integration of each program, these
“components” always have a sampling of both programs. Voids are carefully left to provide exterior dwelling spaces
with different qualities of openness, depending on the proximity to other exterior spaces, structural components, and the
envelope itself.
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Daniel Mego
Thermal imaging is a powerful tool for assessing a building’s performance. This mode of
representation reveals a hidden live functioning of the built environment that must be addressed with greater attention.
The thermal image is a profound representation of the science of building.

Carlos Jacome
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Carlin Baez These drawings explore a method for describing a residential dwelling space. The spaces are
represented as an unfolded abstract diagram. This method gives the floor plans a clearer representation of their intended
use by showing the interior elevations of each wall of the space adjacent to the plan, adding an additional dimension of
information and richness.
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Marie Baretsky
An analysis of Paul Rudolph’s
Milam House in Jacksonville Florida provides three
conceptual ideas that influenced the design of an
information Kiosk. The first uses the varying ceiling
heights that manipulate the qualities of interior space. The
second is the inclusion of a conversation pit that creates
a more intimate seating area. And the third is the series
of relationships in the geometric pattern of the facade. By
overlaying line work from elevations and a kit of parts onto
a bird’s eye view of the final model the goal is to have
this collage act as an abstract digital representation of the
final design.
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DESIGN CONCEPT
The process of design starts with an idea. It evolves through translation/manifestation, development, testing,
adjustment. The resulting concept occupies a place between the idea and the concrete realization of the project.
The design concept is an essence in an embryonic state. Here the distance from the real, the level of abstraction is
a function of maintaining the focus on the priorities rooted in the idea.
Balance and symmetry often guide the thinking of concept designs, but challenging and breaking these ordinary
patterns of thought allows for the emergence of artistic and abstract expression. While the consideration of several
factors such as materials, structure, external and internal programmatic requirements, to name a few, are essential
when developing a concept, the development of a concept in its most abstract form requires thinking about things
that cannot be visualized.
For designers two key functions are especially important: abstraction and three-dimensionality. Designing three
dimensionally without thinking abstractly or thinking abstractly without designing in three dimensions will limit a
concept immensely.
People are often first stimulated by things that cause them to think and feel, meaning that people are often moved
by ideas rather than concrete events. If a concept is able to get them to feel and think beyond what they can see,
then it has been designed with perfection.

project by Shadeen Dixon

Jin Chen
The concept for this design is to
encourage sustainability and the convergence of people
on a currently desolate site in Brooklyn. Its organic shape
not only catches peoples’ eyes, but also provides a sense
of direction and a place for people to gather and rest.
Programmatic elements such as an information kiosk,
snack bar, and rest room are designed into a gigantic wall.
Because this project is located next to a highway, pollution
such as noise and exhaust is an issue. In order to create
a healthier environment, a green-wall system is applied
to the main wall to function as filter to purify the air and
reduce the noise.
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This project is an abstract
representation of the function of the human central
nervous system. Our bodies circulate information
through the nervous system. The nervous system
consists of two parts: the peripheral and the central
nervous system. The peripheral nervous system takes
in information from the surrounding environment
and passes it to the central nervous system which
interprets it. This project explores the idea of the
nervous system where the central branch library
functions in the same way by drawing in information
such as views, circulation, solar impact, and the
topography of the site and interprets it as the function
and program of the building.
Shadeen Dixon
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Heraldi Sadmojo
The riverfront site offers a significant touchstone for the development of this design for a
library. The building emerges from the water and creates a dynamic link between the water and the waterfront park. The
symmetrical form inspired by the open book takes on a more complex reading depending on the perspectival viewpoint.
The transparency, siting of the building, and distinctive form combine to endow the building with a civic presence.
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Luiza De Souza
Downtown Brooklyn lacks a certain softness. The goal of The Urban Treehouse Towers is to bring
softness to the skyline of Downtown Brooklyn. The form for this design, based on the wigwam, came out of research into
what can be considered atmospherically calm and pleasant. The wigwam’s enveloping nature embodies tranquility and
warmth. Soft edges and embracing volumes invite the public in and encourage them to stay. Regenerating the wigwam,
this project creates two modular wigwam forms which are then stacked into a gentle yet powerful high structure. The
juxtaposition of the balloon-like forms over the brick populated Downtown Brooklyn skyline creates a distinctive vision
of the modern progression of architecture and design with a respect to the historic aesthetic of Brooklyn. The Urban
Treehouse Towers complement the existing without replication or overwhelming the original structures. The opposing
skins of the existing and the new intrigues the public eye, illuminating and honoring both styles.
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Kate Sanko Abstraction refers to the varying levels at which theoretical concepts can be understood. The design
for this project abstracts the idea that a library is a dense collection of different books in one place. The exterior pattern
of the design concept reflects the different threads that pull from the many the neighborhoods, cities, states, countries,
cultures, and minds that are gathered together into this place of diversity and intense urban interaction. The simple
massing of a rectangle hides a programmatically filled vortex that slices through the center of the library.
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This is a proposal for the new Brooklyn Design Museum. Its site, adjacent to the Brooklyn
Bridge, makes the project both interesting and challenging, with both technical and programmatic questions
to be answered. Understanding Brooklyn and the neighborhood’s rich history is fundamental as a starting
point for this design, and it becomes immediately obvious that the question here is how to use the site to its
fullest potential, including creating public spaces for the community -- not just a space to exhibit objects. Close
attention is also paid to the urban memory through a reflection of the industrial aspect of historic Brooklyn --warehouses, piers, factories, chimneys, etc. The chimney, an autochthonous object that represents a building

form drawn from the neighborhood’s history is utilized as a dramatic source of light in the main exhibition room.
The design inverts the typical use of a chimney: instead of an ‘exit’, the chimney is an ‘entrance’ for light where
various tonalities daily evolve and transform the space.
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This project applies the idea of abstraction in that it is an indirect representation of a
natural phenomenon called inosculation. This occurs when two trees of the same species merge into each
other and become one unit. This design follows a similar concept through a connection between the two towers
(the branches of an inosculating tree) and the connections at the base to the commercial waterfront (the roots
of the inosculating tree). Using a tree as a model, the building would produce its own energy from its natural
environment utilizing the sun and the water. This design also has incorporated over forty turbines below its water
docks which branch off over the water. The towers host almost seventy solar panels along its south facade
which will be utilized to absorb solar energy to heat and cool the structure. Not only is this design sustainable,
it actually returns energy to the power grid. It is intended to serve as a commercial and residential tower. The
idea of a “live-work” environment coupled with the self-sustaining energy production, is what inspired the
name, “The Living Towers.” Even though it is still a man-made structure, it has the appearance that it is growing
straight out of the ground and skyward towards the sun. It has an organic appearance without it being a direct
representation of a tree. All of these concepts were pulled out of a simple, yet graceful fusion between two
inosculating trees, which makes it true abstraction.
Charles Happel
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Rithol Clytus A library is a place where people come to read and research information from all over the world, and the
design of this library focuses on this function. The site is located on Roosevelt Island, a small island between Manhattan
and Queens in the East River. For this project the library had to stand out among the other buildings and become a
landmark for the neighborhood. It is designed in the round with its main view focused on the Queensborough Bridge. It
should not only be able to attract people from the community, but from the whole of New York City. The building twists
towards the bridge, where small apertures on the facade grow in size to reveal the view.
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Carlin Baez This project combines concepts and relationships between residential and commercial spaces to create
a system to which one can always add or subtract from the XYZ dimensions and maintain a consistent effect.

Carolina Walters
Molecule is a three-level, multi-functional space located within a mixed-use building near Pier
6 of Brooklyn Bridge Park. The larger design proposal challenges the method of keeping commercial and residential
spaces as separate as possible by creating an osmosis of different hybrid conditions that are not exclusively one or the
other, but have some combinations of both. The store embodies this ideal by having a gradation of conditions from the
most public, on the lowest level that is all commercial, to most private on the upper level. The first level and part of the
second level are a retail area. The rest of the main level is occupied by a diving pool that is open to both residents of the
building and people attending classes within. This function is serviced by a locker room and shower on the upper level.
The remainder of the main level has a commercial space that sells gear for diving and also supports the neighboring
program of the water park by selling playing gear as well. During the winter the store would sell other water-related
products such as filtration systems for drinking water and flood pumps.
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Maria Genao The inspiration for this tower comes from trees, their roots, and the natural phenomenon

inosculation in which trunks, branches, or roots of two trees intertwine and grow together. In a sense, trees
are the skyscrapers of nature and in this design that same idea is conveyed through how the skyscraper’s
foundation and its ground floors are attached to the ground, as the roots of a tree, to absorb and enhance the
urban public space while growing higher towards the sky. The commercial space will bring life to the building
thereby avoiding empty streets at night. The “body” of the building was developed according to the inosculation
phenomenon where two different bodies grow together and intertwine until they become one.
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Sean Patrick
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ON THE ABSTRACT AND THE REAL IN THE URBAN ARCHITECTURE DESIGN STUDIO
Amira Joelson AIA LEED AP BD+C Adjunct Associate Professor

THE CITY
There is a tension between concrete reality and the abstract in the design of new cities or the study of existing
cities. The overlapping layers, intricate relationships, and formal complexity of existing cities require a process of
abstraction and reduction to the essential, as one does in analysis of land use or in diagrams of hierarchy of the
street network. At the same time, a city cannot be fully understood through a process of abstraction alone. The real
elements of the city must be studied through careful observation of actual behavior and phenomena, especially in
regard to how people really behave in cities. This is equally valid for the design of a new city as it is for an intervention
in an existing city. The interaction of people on a street, the flow of people, bikes, and cars through an intersection,
the success or failure of a commercial street or a city park can be studied through abstract diagrams and data
to discern one level of information, but they cannot truly be understood until the investigation includes careful
observation and documentation of actual behavior and use (or lack thereof) by people in these places. The design
of cities demands most of all a sophisticated understanding of this real, complex organism that is the critical habitat
of the human creature.

TECHNĒ editors offered an interesting challenge: discuss
coursework from the point of view of “Abstraction”. The
term “abstraction” has multiple interpretations and is
used differently in various disciplines.

from the art world. Particularly from the way Picasso
abstracted from a concrete, complex reality, what he
considered to be the essence of the element he studied
and presented that essence in often minimal paintings
that did not resemble reality but expressed essential
qualities about it. An illustration of Picasso’s reductive
approach can be seen in his bull series: a suite of 11
lithographs, in which Picasso drew images of a bull with
varying levels of materialization and abstraction from an
almost hyper-realist, concrete expression to a drawing of
the bull reduced to a minimal outline.¹

The Merriam-Webster dictionary reminds us that one
of the meanings is: absence of attention to what is
happening or being said. This kind of abstraction is one
that we try to avoid.
According to Wikipedia: abstraction… is a conceptual
process by which general rules and concepts are derived
from the usage and classification of specific examples.

Borrowing this interpretation, we can place the various
design tools that are part of the design project in a range,
from the most realistic, complex depiction of the design
-- three dimensional renderings and animations -- to its
most abstract expressions – plans, diagrams, sections
and text.

Conceptual abstractions may be formed by reducing
the information content of a concept or an observable
phenomenon, typically to retain only information which is
relevant for a particular purpose.
In that sense the Urban Design Studio (ARCH4710),
continuing work in previous coursework, includes a good
dose of abstraction in its processes both in the theoretical
and in the pragmatic aspects of design as it applies
to the urban environment. As part of the theoretical
exploration the course requires and develops the skill
of abstracting concepts and ideas from complex sets of
information in the urban environment, including cultural,
socio-economic and political factors, sustainability
issues and historical preservation, among many others
on multiple scales: the urban, the neighborhood, and
the architectural, and applying them to particular design
projects.

There are some elements of abstraction in all design
tools, even those that seem to be the most realistic.
For example: art critic Erwin Panofsky explains that
mathematical linear perspective, which was developed
in the Renaissance, involves certain abstractions from
the reality of seeing, thus creating a mathematical space
rather than space the way we experience it.² However,
we are used to considering what we see in perspective
drawings prepared either manually or digitally, as
“realistic”. During the Renaissance the new knowledge
to paint in perspective created a powerful shift in spatial
thinking which manifested itself in new types of urban
public spaces, designed with depth in mind such as, for
example, the exterior space along the Uffizi Gallery in
Florence.

A different kind of abstraction embedded in developing
the design is expressed in the different tools (drawings,
models and text) that we use to explore design ideas.
The following use of the term “abstract” is derived

Axonometric drawings can be placed in the middle of the
range. They are volumetric and show multiple facades of

graphic by Laura Calle
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a building simultaneously, yet they are less realistic than
perspective drawings since parallel lines do not converge
to vanishing points. Instead, they remain parallel and
they can be measured. A more abstract version of the
axonometric drawing is the exploded axonometric, which
shows the relationship between parts of the constructed
object or environment. Bernard Tschumi used this
method to explain his concept for Parc de la Villette in
Paris.
On the most abstract end of the range we can place
two-dimensional drawings: plans, master plans, maps,
diagrams and sections. Of these, the horizontal drawings
are the easiest for most people to relate to, and often
students would rather draw all the plans of a building
than one section. On the urban scale plans and master
plans have always been and still are the staple tool of
urban designers -- from grid cities in antiquity, ideal
plans of the Renaissance and the Modern Movement, to
current day planning and zoning – urban planners use
plans.
A particular type of abstract drawing is the diagram, which
is stripped of detail to achieve a minimal expression of
an idea. Diagrams can be the seeds of amazing designs
as evidenced in the modern city of Brasilia, which started
from a very simple diagram: a cross drawn in an empty
field.
The building section is the most abstract of all the
architectural drawings. It depicts a reality that is never
actually seen. Like Picasso’s last state of the bull, which
shows the outlined, abstracted, essential expression of
the animal, the section drawing of a building is removed
from the obvious reading of the building yet it extracts
and expresses the building’s inner qualities and spaces
and the vertical relationships between them. Likewise,

Enny Filpo
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on the urban scale, sections reveal qualities of streets and
public places that would otherwise be hidden. And urban
sections and transects are valuable analytical and design
tools for exploring and establishing relationships between
the natural topography, infrastructure, architecture and
people.

Picasso noted that perhaps abstraction is the peak
of reality.³ Embracing multiple types and levels of
abstraction and including all the tools in our tool box
together in concept building and design lead to a special
kind of brainstorming and to the “Aha! Moment” that is
associated with truly creative architectural and urbanistic
solutions. These kinds of abstractions and solutions we
nurture and encourage!

The tendency these days is to spend more time during the
project creating 3D models and less time working on text,
axons, 2D drawings and diagrams. Working on 3D models,
renderings and animations is satisfying, compelling, and
seductive and helps designers and clients visualize design
ideas. They are especially wonderful at creating forms
that cannot be conceived without the aid of the computer,
allowing playful and flexible experimentation with the formal
aspects of the design. On the more advanced level 3D
models and parametric design can include a tremendous
amount of complexity and abstraction. And on the city
scale, parametric urbanism is emerging as an approach
for analysis and form-making based on computation
of multiple parameters with an attempt to create more
responsive and sustainable urban environments.

Notes:
1.Alan Cristea, Pablo Picasso: The development and transformation
of an image, Exhibition Catalogue, London 1986
2.Erwin Panofsky, Perspective as Symbolic Form, Zone Books, NY,
1997
3.Boris Friedewald, Picasso’s Animals Prestel Verlag, Munich 2014
p. 131

Many students like to complete their 3D models first and
then derive all the other drawings from them. A useful
approach for preparing construction documents, it invites
missed opportunities for design investigation. Rather
than deriving them as an afterthought, the more abstract
expressions of the architectural and urban project: plans,
diagrams and sections, are powerful design tools when
used actively in the early stages of the design project.
A Design Project is a term that suggests a holistic
approach to the design of buildings and the urban
environment. Working on a project thus indicates utilizing
simultaneously all the tools available to us: 3D modeling,
perspective renderings and animations as well as text,
sketches, physical models, axonometric drawings, plans,
elevations and sections.
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REFLECTION ON THE CITY AND URBAN DESIGN
Bertol Dragani Third Year Student
A City is relatively permanent and highly organized center
of population... – Britannica
Unconsciously we often take the places in which we live
for granted, seeing them as being given to us by forces
beyond our control. Without ignoring Britannica’s succinct
definition of a city, we should not forget that a city is also
an extremely fragile and sensitive organism that lives,
grows, and continuously morphs as it develops. With this
notion in mind, these projects ask us to learn from some
of the small- and medium-sized units that compose a city.
The following section demonstrates how the process of
abstraction is backed by a rational and efficient method of
reasoning that is necessary for making decisions.
While aesthetics is important, what makes these projects
valuable and worthy of discussion is the incorporation
of extensive data and statistical analysis that underlies
the design of our built environment. These projects are
welcomed and endorsed by the local residents because
they address many of the problems these people face
when living in high-density urban areas such as Downtown
Brooklyn where most of the project sites are located.
The designer’s role to the city is in a sense quite close
to that of a doctor and his patient; while a doctor makes
sure that the patient’s body is running well, the designer
does the same with the city, making sure that it will grow
in a healthy way.
This section reminds us that the functioning and the
continuous well-being of a city is backed by extensive
analysis that presents a diagnosis that becomes a
starting point to address the issues. Beginning with a
site, students first analyze statistical data, photographs,
and diagrams, from which they abstract ideas of how
their site could be developed. What follows are some
successful examples of their work.

TECHNE

A site analysis typically
involves a study of the surrounding businesses. When
constructing this diagram, as research for what
commercial programs would benefit or saturate the
area in which a particular project is located, proximity
to the site became an important factor. This diagram
puts most of the emphasis on the geographic locations
of businesses and important infrastructure in the area
around the proposed site while still describing their
programmatic use.
Carolina Walters

Michelle Matthews
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This project begins with research on the available data
and statistics concerning the Citibike stations in New York City, including the number of stations, quantity of
bikes at each station, and the frequency of use at each station. By separating Manhattan into four areas –
Battery Park, Chinatown, the East Village, and Chelsea – the data that is collected and analyzed to understand
the behaviors of each of the four different areas in Manhattan. The data and statistics are visualized by inputting
them into 3D software to generate a geometry. They are represented as points, lines, and extrusions. Points
represent bike stations, lines become circulation, and the number of bikes in each station is represented by
the height of the extrusion. Abstracting the data into visual objects allows the creation of a topography that
represents the data.
Jason Ng, Heidi Cherubin, Michelle Yang
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This project begins with research and a study of residential plans and
neighborhood sites in Brooklyn. This study investigates combining commercial spaces, residential, and urban
paths into a micro-city by exploring a variety of ideas for residential units and their connection to public spaces,
urban paths, as well as commercial space. Micro-cities are the integration of different innovative strategies into
the architectural design. A micro-city can be considered as both a sustainable building and also an exemplar
of sustainable urban designs.

Michelle Matthews

Masses are combined together in a counter intuitive manner. Maintaining a level of abstraction by separating
masses of all shapes through their hierarchy and uniting them through a long module connection that represents
pathway. After diagramming the concept of “Urban Network” the functional process is brought upon to the
design.
The final part of the design is developed around the issue of commercial and residential space in an urban
environment and their cohabitation, establishing a gradient across the project of public and private space as
well as creating a condition in the interior space of the residential modules in which the families cohabitate in
a collective space.
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Anastasiia Shaiukova
During the process of inhabiting areas in Brooklyn, new communities are being formed.
However, busy lifestyles make the developing of communities almost impossible, especially if there are no places of
congregation in the area. That is why this Community Center for Downtown Brooklyn will benefit the locals in achieving
their goals as members of the community. It will bring people together and give them an opportunity to bond and work
together on developing their neighborhood and strengthening their community. The concept of these connections is
represented in the facade design of the center. The Community Center will bring new traditions to the new growing
neighborhood, which will be passed to the next generations.
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Maria Genao
This pavilion under the
Manhattan Bridge will create a connection between the
two sides of Dumbo, the streets that define the site and the
site itself. These streets, which provide a continuation of
the path in the design, delineate the main circulation path
within the site. This connection is observed when the user
accesses the different views from the site: The Manhattan
Bridge, the Manhattan skyline, and the Williamsburg
Bridge. The structure of the building is conceived from the
same notion: the streets, as they grow into the building,
connect the two bridge-like bodies into one.
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Vladislav Valentinov This master plan is positioned on the riverfront, facing downtown Manhattan; the Manhattan
Bridge is to the left of the site and the Williamsburg Bridge is to the right. It is a truly scenic location that is also
adjacent to the Brooklyn Bridge Park. The buildings here must take full advantage of the views and adjacencies to the
“green-way” which the park provides. The waterfront allows for water taxis access to the site, and its close proximity to
downtown Brooklyn allows for a connection to mass transit. This design calls for a Hyper Loop Terminal, integrating the
newly developing transportation system into the site. Travelers from all over the US would be able to arrive here by this
revolutionary mode of travel and disperse throughout the city of Brooklyn or Manhattan via water taxi, buses, taxis or a
trolley system in addition to jogging along the shore, biking, or walking. The terminal wouldn’t just get people to and from
the city; it would also house related services such as offices, an information center, restrooms, a parking garage and
food services. Green roofs on the buildings will have solar panels hidden by trees and shrubs. While the vegetation will

30 Front High-rise is a complex yet very exciting form of abstract architecture. But can it be
defined as a form of abstraction alone? The mixed-use structure follows a unique way of putting together a
building by emphasizing geometrical forms in reference to their relationship to one another. By analyzing the
site within a five-block radius, the structure begins to voluntarily align, shift, connect/disconnect and bridge to
accommodate not only its physical appearance, but its surroundings as well. It becomes a puzzle that when put
together and allocated correctly, turns into a form of artwork that complements the DUMBO area.
Enny Filpo

Abstract is defined as a non-representational form of some ideal state. It may even be ambiguous because
of the lack of concrete realities. It can have multiple interpretations with multiple reactions. The difference
between that idea and the idea for which 30 Front High-rise stands for, is the quality of characteristics and
actual instances. It is not difficult to understand its form, shape or practicality. There is a specified reason for
each decision made in the design of this structure. Every addition, removal, “follow-thru” and rotation made to
the building is a conscience approach leading to the final “abstract” design or form. In the end, 30 Front Highrise explores the idea of abstraction in a much more defined and concrete manner. It is proof of actuality, not
proof of ambitiousness.
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be adored by visitors, the soil will filter rain water to be used by the buildings. The terminal is adjacent to the“Museum
of Local Arts and Crafts”. Materials and finishes must be taken into close consideration. Up-cycled steel will reinforce
ecologically benign concrete. Glass will be enveloped by a perforated adjustable screen which will control day lighting.
A courtyard, in the middle of the Terminal, will downplay the chaos of New York City and will establish the Terminal as
a point of emotional reference for new comers. The Terminal is just a small part of the development; it resembles the
foundation for the building which is just a small part of the larger ensemble of a “live – work – play” arrangement of hotel,
residential, commercial, and office spaces within.
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Raymond Jimenez, Catherine Brito, Andrea Garrido, Genaro Cobar

Faculty Mentor: Prof. Paul King

The goal of this project is to examine circulation routes in downtown Brooklyn and to look to improve these routes by
developing and enhancing existing “Stepping Stones” or “Urban Spaces” to facilitate better circulation and connectivity
within the downtown area.
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Gareth Enahoro
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Abstraction is a powerful tool that can be said to lie at the heart of digital design. Digital design allows the designer
to step away from conventional approaches, providing a liberating method of form generation. These tools allow the
mind to become engaged in the manipulation of complex forms for specific goals. The forms of digital design can
evolve from abstract geometric explorations or from carefully developed parametric rules, which are also a type of
abstraction. Digital tools allow the designer to test different approaches to creating virtual and physical forms with
improved capacities to represent ideas for space where humans can interact and experience architecture.
With these advancements, the doors of abstraction and complexity are opened wide, and a range of explorations and
solutions are made possible for the investigation of space, the functions of a structure, or the details of individual
elements. Different key techniques and concepts are promoted with these tools that help us design and build more
precisely, which in turn allows us to custom fit our work for the built environment, meeting the critical demand for
innovation and efficiency.

model and rendering by Danny Batista

Danny Batista
Geometry plays a significant
role in mathematics as well as architecture and design.
For example, a cube is a fundamental, simple form that
can be a touchstone for a magnificent and fascinating
architectural object. This project’s starting point is a
simple cube, which is then explored through a process of
explosions and repetitions in order to create a wall and an
atrium space.
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Marie Baretsky
This is a digital exploration of the site for the expansion of Main Street Park in Brooklyn.
Analysis of the site generates curves that represent possible circulation routes connecting the park to the city. Using the
3D paneling tools in Rhino, a portion of the digitized origami model is abstracted to create a repetitive pattern. Setting up
curve attractors following the possible paths from the city analysis allows the layout of the repetitive forms to respond to
the circulation on the site.
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Batista Rodriguez
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Rodriguez Batista
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Nicole Ordonez
The design for this pavilion begins with taking an origami shape and creating it into a habitable
form. The intention is to build hierarchy, rhythm, patterns and symmetry into the design. Digital piping is used to generate
the design, giving it dimension and structural definition. Revealing the piping gives the design a pattern and rhythm on
both the inside and outside. This use of color allows people to feel the emotions represented in this project.
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